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Master thesis topic Crowdsourcing Logistics â€“ An analysis of the possible disruption of the last mile delivery using the
example of the on-demand platform Furgo.

Furthermore, I accessed the web for information concerning the case study. It is vital that you carefully pick a
good and interesting dissertation topic because you will have to work on this for some time. The last part of
the main part is the aftermath of risk management plan. Cost factors in logistics- analysis of firm perspectives
and implementation strategies to provide for logistics integration cost. Finally, unmanned aerial vehicles
UAVs present an opportunity to totally transform delivery processes, while enabling intralogistics
applications, such as facility overwatch and labor assistance DHL,  It is advisable to pick the one that has
much information and also one that will interest you and will make you want to work on it. Abbildung in
dieser Leseprobe nicht enthalten Figure 2. My Market is the third biggest retail Super Market in the country
with 58 stores in their network. A comparative review of warehousing within the context of small, medium
and large enterprises in the UK- a primary investigation. Primary research from the UK. The next step was to
let the respondent narrate the case study from his perspective, in order to have an objective point of view for
the case study. A review of the retail industry and its relationship with Transportation economics.
Decision-making in logistics and procurement- focus on models, strategies and challenges. Therefore, experts
who are competent in supply chain and logistics management processes will very likely emerge as candidates
for executive positions in the near future. The emerging technologies mentioned above have the potential to
drive the logistics industry towards digitalization and automation, which will sequentially lead to increased
productivity and operational efficiency Noronha et al. Then, a framework under which companies need to
operate in order to adopt Logistics 4. Management of the materials, services and information flows,
forecasting methods, distribution of resources, project management, production planning, transportation,
inventory and warehousing management, international trade management, logistics information systems, port
management, distribution channels and retail management, customer service management and reverse logistics
are some examples of subjects of great importance to businesses, which are covered in the program.
Globalization, the rise of e-commerce, cyberthreats, cumbersome organizational structures, startups disrupting
the business landscape and constantly higher customer demands push companies into adopting emerging
technologies which enable them to increase digitalization and automation. It became a function that has a vital
importance in terms of logistics enterprises which was perceived as only a military concept years ago, later it
was thought to be limited with transportation and storage activities but today its borders are still broadening.
Finally, the sixth chapter summarizes the advantages of implementing these emerging technologies and
reviews the conclusions of the Master thesis, as well as the way forward for the logistics industry. Then they
are asked to prioritize those risks according to their significance and the impact to the organization. Towards
this end, most current logistics and supply chain management dissertation topics deal with [â€¦] A lot of
dissertation topics on logistics and supply chain management are already being undertaken on a regular basis.
Supply chain management SCM is a much broader term including all the logistics processes mentioned above
and is used to define all inbound and outbound logistics processes, linking all the different departments of the
company and external partners e. Looking For More? Big Data analytics provide a powerful tool to
companies, as the new data streams generated by IoT produce much greater amounts of data which common
software cannot process. Mapping is followed by the Reduce phase, where results are combined to produce
powerful insights Ali et al. The dates after this incident, Stergiou decided that they could cover the production
of buns and cakes, which have a little bit longer expiration date almost a month and a daily production was not
necessary, from their bakery stores instead of the production unit. It is evident that warehouse operations are
still largely manual in nature with many workers spending valuable labor time in repetitive tasks and
activities, thus decreasing productivity and operational efficiency Bonkenburg,  In past decades, warehouses
were viewed as stockholding points in an attempt to match supply and demand, while also acting as a buffer
between manufacturers and wholesalers, resulting in limited stock visibility and a slow flow of information
Richards,  Small warehouses are used for sortation into small vehicle loads, which are then ready for delivery
Ballou,  Related topic fields: Asset management and Financial Accounting An investigative exploration of
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transportation for logistics and supply chain management- Policies and Regulations in the UK and impact on
service provision. Industry 4. If you have been told to figure out a topic concerned with logistics, then
continue reading on. As seen in this figure, the damper system, the fuel injector and the oil system have been
embedded with sensors which send the data to the central system, which sequentially transmits them to a
remote user Avonwood, Figure 5.


